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Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper
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(Weekly student Newspaper)

A MME. SCHUMANN TO
GIVE RECITAL IN
RUSSELL THEATRE
Made Debut As Leading Soprano of Hamburg Opera
Company When Twenty
Hf INTERNATIONAL

FAME

Introduced to This County By
Richard Strauss

(Complete Campus Coverage)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1937

'Old Hickory's' Home Is Inaugural Court of Honor

Mfii Mu«t FiKht"

NUMBER 14

FRATERNITIES AND
SORORITIES PLEDGE
78 MEN AND WOMEN

Psychological Tests
Are Compiled

New

Flamingos
Are Out Today

The results of the psychological tests have been compiled and
students are invited to consult
with Professor Packham regarding their individual scores.

The new Flamingos will be
distributed throughout the dormitories this afternoon. Miss
Frances Perpente, editor, wishes
to

Deferred Rushing Period Ended On Sunday Morning,
January 17
MEN PLEDGE AT 11 A. M.
Pledging Of Women Comes
At 4 P. M.

Mme. Elisabeth Schumann, Viennese opera star, who will be heard
Fraternities and sororities at
in an all-Iieder recital Friday eveRollins College announced the
ning in the Annie Russell Theatre,
pledging of 78 students at the end
is known throughout the world of
of the annual deferred rushing pemusic as mistress of her art. The
riod on Sunday, January 17. FraStaatsoper in Vienna claims her as
ternity pledging came at 12: o'clock
its leading lyric soprano, and it is
in tho morning. Sorority pledging
in Vienna that she now makes her
came at 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
home, although her birthplace was
Pledges to the men's fraternities
a little town in Thuringia in Cenwere as follows:
Repieduced at the suggestion ol President Roosevelt, "The Hermitage," home of Andrew Jackson,
tral Germany. She is a descenKappa Alpha: Richard P. Belfirst Democratic president, is shown here m an artist's sketch as it will stand in front ot the White
dant of that celebrated dramatic
den and Robert M. Belden, Winter
House during the presidential inaugural, Jan. 20. The replica will serve as a reviewing stand in
and coloratura soprano of her day,
Park; Louis B. Bills, Geneva; Josthe Court of Honor. T h e Hermitage" was the Tennessee homestead ol the hero of the battle
•....-•.
of New Orleans.
Henriette Sontag.
eph D. Johnson, Haines City; Elmo
Miller and C. Joseph Knowles,
Internationally recognized as an
Second Meeting Will Be Held Leesburg; Oliver Wittmer, Pittsoutstanding concert and operatic Urges Neutrality Regarding
At Winter Park Woman's burgh,-Pa.; Richard S. Cutchin,
artist, Mme. Schumann has receivstrife Now Raging in
Whitakers, N. C ; Donald P. OgilClub House
ed innumerable decorations and
Spain
vie, Chicago, 111.; Gottfried G. Koehonors from Austrian, Spanish,
Vienna, Austria.
Danish, English, and Bulgarian
THREE - DAY SESSIONS chert,
H
I
S
T
O
R
Y
PROFESSOR
Phi Delta Theta: Nathan Bedell,
royalty. She recently concluded a
Jacksonville; John G, McKay, Jr.,
concert tour of England, Ireland,
Meetings to Be of Round Table Miami Beach; Raymond T. Hickok,
France and Switzerland and has This Is Second In Series of
Nature
Rochester, N. Y.; Robert C. Cuthell,
just arrived in the .United States
Lectures
New York, N. Y.; George E. Fulfor an extensive concert schedule.
"Depius Le Jour" From
ler, Jr., Fairhope, Ala.; John D.
With a fervid plea for neutrality Says Original Purpose of Folk
For
the
discussion
of
present
day
Mme. Schumann was not yet
"Louise" to Be Played
Dancing
Was
Religious
Hagenbach, Newark, N. J.; George
regarding
the
civil
war
now
ragEconomic.
Social
and
Political
"questwenty when she made her debut
tions, the second Rollins Economic E. Victor, Wilmette, HI.; David E.
as leading soprano of the Hamburg ing in Spain, Dr. Thomas Chalmers,
YARBROUGH WILL SING Conference will be held February Poor, Peabody, Mass.; Wendell A.
Opera Company. Here it was that winter term professor of History at FIRST ART TO DEVELOP
Dr. Richard Strauss heard her, and Rollins College, spoke Monday
2nd, 3rd, and 4th in the Winter Davis, Wollaston, Mass.; Henry C.
in his capacity of musical director morning on "The Explosion in
At the usual Wednesday Organ Park Woman's Club. The sessions Horton, Charlotte, N. C.
Ted
Shawn,
internationally Program Presented In AudiTheta Kappa Nu: Jack M. Hoy,
of the Vienna Staatsoper forthwith Spain" in the second of his lectures known dancer, spoke at Mayflower
Vespers
this
afternoon
Herman
F.
of this conference are to be in the
torium Before Large
appropriated her for his own opera on "Critical Hours in the History Hall Saturday afternoon, as the
Siewert, organist, will accompany morning and afternoon of each day. Paul Bouton, Jr., and Alfred W.
Audience
house on the Danube. The artistic of the World", a feature of the guest of the Rollins Folklore SoHazel Darlington Yarbrough, so- and are of the round table nature, Swan, Lakeland; William B.
Daugherty, Wildwood; Robert V.
association was further strength- Adult Education Program of Rol- ciety. His talk was interesting
prano, in two solo selections. The The public is cordially invited.
D. Walker, Coral Gables; Marvin
HELD LAST E V E N I N G selections are "Das Veilchen", by
ened by his choice of Mme. Schu- lins College which will continue and informal.
The following general topics will McR. Scarbrough, Jr., New Haven,
mann to interpret his songs. Thus throughout the winter months.
Mozart,
and
"Depuis
le
jour",
from
Mr. Shawn pointed out that dancit was that the young singer was ; Devoting the first half of his ing was the first art to develop Rollins Octette Renders Sev- the opera "Louise", by Charpen- be considered: "The Conservation, Conn.; Secondo J. Soldati, SomersDevelopment, and Utilization of worth, N. H.; Joe F. Justice, Ashe(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
eral Selections
talk to the historical background and that all other arts rose out of
tier.
Natural Resources"; "The Conser(Continued on page 2, col. 3)
of Spain, Dr. Chalmers pointed out! it. He mentioned folk dancing and
The entire program will be as vation and Utilization of Human
that "the Spanish working class,; explained that originally its purThe Rollins A Cappella Choir of follows:
Resources", and "International Reboth industrial and agrarian, have pose was religious. Today it is Knowles Memorial Chapel gave the
1. Choral No. 1 (E major) lations with especial reference to
suffered for generations, but havti danced "for fun".
the Monetary Situation". Under
first concert of a series to be pre- (Franck).
proceeded by too violent methods
He called modern ballroom danc- sented by the group this wir
2. Humble us by thy goodness the topic of Natural Re.sources, the
to right their wrongs. Bitterness ing the folk dance of America and This first concert was given last
Economics of Forests will be con(Bach-Williams),
from
Cantata
had piled up. Appeals from ex- stated why he considered it cheap
sidered, with especial reference to
evening in Mount Dora before i No. 2.
tremists and from Russian com- and tawdry. Mr. Shawn feels that
3. Suite "Peer Gynt", No. 1 Florida Forests and to the pros
munists fanned this bitterness to America's educated, cultured peo- large audience assembled there ir
and cons of the Florida Ship Canal.
the
City
Auditorium.
(Grieg),
Morgen
Stimmung,
Ase's
Program Is Result of Interest flame.
During the discussion of Human "Pilate Was For Releasing
I pie should not follow the dictates
In addition to the choral num^ Tod, Anitras Tanz.
In Wednesday Programs
Him" Was Text
Resources, the National Security
The second half of the lecture of a Harlem jazz band and Harlem bers rendered by the entire choir
4.
Vocal
solo
by
Hazel
DarlingAct and Unemployment will be
SOLOS TO B E H E A R D dealt with current happenings that dancers. "Truckin"', he said, was robed in blue and white vestments, ton Yarbrough, Soprano.
considered, while under the topic POELLER READ LITANY
bear on the present war. The flight a good example of this procedure. the Rollins Octette sang sev
5. Serenade (Backer-Grondahl). of International Relations, the
Mr. Herman F. Siewert, organ- of Alfonso, the king, the removal
America's elite, he believes, could selections. Members of the octette
The speaker in the Knowles
6. Finale, from .Symphony No. problem of neutrality and the inist of the Knowles Memorial Cha- of Zamora, Republican president, have a dance expressive of itself, are Hazel Bowen and Virginia
ternational monetary agreement Memorial Chapel for the Sunday
this
past
Spring,
and
various
other
4
(Tschaikowsky).
pel, has announced a special Orits good breeding. It should have Richardson Smith, contralto; Lilias
service of January 17th was the
Beginning today, and the next will be discussed.
gan Vesper program to be pre- events all lead up to the final act some intellectual content and a Parker and Charlotte Cadman, sosented Sunday, January 24th, at which precipitated the present definite and more intricate pattern. prano; H. Law Mallard and Robert two Wednesdays, Mr. Siewert will
Several very important speakers Reverend Victor B. Chicoine, of the
catastrophe, the murder of Calvo Also, more rhythmical complicaCongregational Church of Winter
5:00 P. M.
Miller, tenor; Maxwell Harrington play the three great chorals of will address this conference. Mr. Park. His sermon was based on
Cesar Franck. Soloists will appear E, L. Demmon, director of the
Continued on page 2, col. 3)
This special vesper hour has Sotelo, representative of the miliand
Lyman
Greaves,
bass.
tary
faction
in
the
Spanish
Cortes.
the
fragmentary text: "Pilate was
on
each
program
whichwill
be
been planned by Mr. Siewert as a
Southern Forest Experiment StaThe Rollins Choir, which is win- about 45 minutes in length.
result of a very increased interest
The immediate cause of this German Club Holds
tion at New Orleans will lead the for releasing Him. But—"
ning a reputation as one of the
Pilate, as Reverend Chicoine
on the part of the college group murder was a fiery speech deliverdiscussion
on
forests,
and
Mr.
Wilmost competent choral groups on
and the general public in the Wed- ed by the reactionary Sotelo dur- Meeting In Knowles, any American campus, was under Symphony Orchestra
liam J. Wilgus of Ascutney, Ver- pointed out, lacked the ability to
nesday evening Organ Vespers. The ing a session of the Cortes. He
will lead the discussion on stand alone in his beliefs, as did
German Films Shown the able direction of Prof. Chris- To Present Second mont,
Sunday evening program will in- denounced the extremists and
the Florida Ship Canal. He is a the disciples who dared not speak
topher O. Honaas, who during the
clude solo renditions by Bruce threatened that the Army would
prominent Consultant Engineer" a word for Jesus of Nazareth. We,
Concert
Wednesday
On Tuesday, Jan. 12, the German past few years has built the choir
Daugherty, tenor, and Enrico Tam- take over the government if the Club held its first meeting of the
who has worked on several very the people of today, are still ruletf
by the feelings of the crowd, and
burini, 'cellist, instructors in the atrocities that were going on were new term. German films were into the exceptional group that it
The season's second concert by important projects. Mr. Walter J. there are few of us who dare stand
Rollins Conservatory of Music. The not stopped. It was then that the shown at the Chemistry Lecture
The program for last night was The Symphony Orchestra of Cen- Campbell of Washington, D. C, against the millions even when we
soloists will be accompanied by woman deputy, La Pasionaria, room and entertainment and rewho
is
connected
with
the
Social
tral
Florida
at
Winter
Park
will
as follows:
know we are right.
Emilie Dougherty.
Flame of the Spanish Revolution, freshment provided afterwards.
Recessional
DeKoven take place in the High School Audi- Security Board will preside over
"In this same way," continued
The program will be as follows: pointing her finger at him, said:
torium on Wednesday, January 27, the discussion on "The ConservaOn Friday, at 7:15, Miss Moore's Break Forth, O beauteous heavMr. Chicoine, "there are few who
"That speech will be your last!"
and
Utilization
of
Human
Re, 1 . Passacaglia (Bach).
repertoire class is giving an all
enly light
Bach at 8:15 P. M.
Walter J. Matherly, respect the words and thoughts
It was his last. He was mur- Brahms program and all students Crucufixus
2. Overture to Romeo and JuAgain this orchestra will be unLotti
dered on July 13, and just five interested in German music are in- The Heavens are telling-Beethoven der the baton of the distinguished Dean of Business, at the Univer- of the lower classes—the carpenliet (Tschaikowsky).
ters, laborers, etc. It was this disdays later the present revolution vited. The program will be held
3. La Procession (Franck).
conductor and violinist, Alexander ty of Florida, will speak on "FlorThe Rollins A Cappella Choir.
ida, The Most Unusual State in regard by the Caesars and Pilates
broke out.
Bruce Dougherty, tenor.
in Miss Moore's studio in the Con- Etude
Liszt Bloch, and the program will con- the South".
through the ages that caused the
Enrico Tamburini, 'cellist.
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
sist
of:
servatory.
Andalusia
de Falla
French Revolution, the Russian
Emilie Dougherty, accompanist.
Lillias Parker
Revolution, and may in years to
4. Valse, Movement III from
Key Song of St. Bride
Clokey
come cause many more similar up(Tschaikowsky). Symphony in E Reporter Interviews Dean Enyart,
Song of the Pedlar
Williams Student Criticizes Portrayals in
risings."
minor.
Dusk of Night
Arkhangelsky
The call to worship was lead by
"Men Must Fight" as Very FavorableWilliam
5. Midnight Bells (HeubergerDean Sprague on Deferred Rushing
The Rollins Octette
Page, and the Litany was
Kreisler).
Air de Lensky..Tschaikowsky-Auer
taken by Nan Poeller. The lessons
6. Caprice "The Brook" (DeBy PATRICIA GUPPY
By NANCY POELLER
La Gitana
Kreisler
; read by Bryant Prentice and
thier).
On
January
15
and
16,
Men
Must
to
fall
in
love
with
a
girl
of
"paNow that rushing is over, the
His idea would be to have silence
Claudelle McCreary
:e Terry. The anthem of the
7. 0 Saviour, Hear Me (Gluck- editors of the Sandspur wish to during the first week of college Cherubim Song
Bortniansky Fight, the first play of the Annie triotic" family. In the imminence morning was "The Cherubic Hymn"
Buck), Bruce Dougherty.
know just how the Administration, during which the freshman could Salvation is Created .. Tschesnokoff Russell Series, was presented in the of war, to whch Secretary Seward by Gretchaninoff.8. Toccats, "Thou Art the faculty and students feel about the get his bearings. During the fol- Out of the Depths .... Arkhangelsky Annie Russell Theatre under the has given his encouragement, Robert proposes to head the cause of
Rock" (Muelt).
new defen-ed rushing plan that was lowing week, and, in fact, the whoFe Cherubic Hymn
Gretchaninoff direction of Dorothy Lockhart.
In reviewing this play by R. Pacifism and Conscientious Objec- "The Buenos Aires
in order this year.
year, the fraternities and sororities Listen to the Lamt>s
Dett
LawTence and S. K. Lauren, it is tion with the Seward name. His
Conference" Will
In dealing with the editors' de- would be free to put pins on
Professor Biddle
The Rollins A Cappella Choir
first necessary to state that, as "father" then informs him that he
your reporter has interviewed rushees individually and quietly
Be Martin's Topic
To Edit "Religious sires
the plot stands, the actual theme is really the illegitimate child of
both Dean Enyart and Dean without great expenditure of money
Dr.
William
Melcher
his
mother's
lover,
a
British
airof the play has nothing to do with
> And Social Digest" Sprague.
for banquets and such as has been
Continuing his timely interpretathe controversial question of peace pilot who died in the last war. tion of international relations. Dr.
Dean Enyart, chairman last year the tradition in the past.
Will Broadcast Over
After a talk about his real father
Before John Martin's second lec- of the Faculty Committee on Fra"And I don't mind how many
John Martn, conference leader and
with his mother, Robert concludes
ture in the High School Auditorium ternities, sighed and leaned back people attack this idea—I want
Plot Review
WDBO On Thursday
consultant on international relalast Thursday, Mr. Brown intro- in his chair. "The present system them to pick it to pieces; maybe
In brief summary, the plot is as that it is his "duty" to go to war, tions, will discuss "The Buenos
being
an
experienced
flier.
He
then
duced the audience to a new maga- of deferred rushing was an experi- we can get some new ideas."
Dr. William Melcher, Professor follows: Robert Seward, the main
Aires Conference—Background and
zine to be edited by Pi-ofessor Bid- ment," he said, "which when put
The Dean was in earnest in his of Business Administration at Rol- character of the play, believes him- marries his sweetheart, and flies Results" in his public lecture todle, called the Religious and Social to trial, proved itself to be far from plan. He feels that it should bring lins, will speak over station WDBO self to be the son of Secretary of off to fight, leaving his bride, con- morrow morning at 11 o'clock in
Digest.
perfect."
a flow of controversy from the at 8:15 P. M., Thursday, Jan. 2"!. State Seward, and heir to the tra- verted by personal experience, an the High School Auditorium.
anti-war adherent.
Its name is self explanatory and
"There were," he continued, "too student body. From this controHe will discuss the question of ditions of an old diplomatic family.
Tomorrow's lecture is the third
the only thing to add is that it will many broken hearts resulting from versy should come a plan of rush- our industrial and political dilem- His mother is an absolute pacifist,
Men Must Fight was advertised in the series of ten being offered
contain in each of the initial issues the long period of rushing; and I ing that would be satisfactory to ma, and will suggest a planning having lost the man she loved in beforehand as a commentary on by Dr. Martin this season as a part
one of John Martin's lectures. Any- believe that just as many mistakes both fraternities and sororities.
program that is not only possible, the last war, and Robert shares peace and war ;it was said to leave of the Adult Education Program at
one interested should see Profes- have been made this year as last."
her ideas. He has the misfortune
but that might be agreed upon.
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
Rollins College.
sor Biddle.
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GHIGOINE GIVES
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TWO

Comments On The Week's News
By FRED LIBERMAN

NEW STUDENTS
PLEDGESUNDAY
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)

The President Suggests
President Roosevelt sent a special message to a startled Congress
last week, suggesting a thorough
reorganization of the administrative departments -of the Government. There were twelve proposed
changes, but the President managed to summarize them all in a
five point program.
First and foremost, the President
has asked that the one hundred and
five bureaus of the federal government be consolidated under
twelve departments. The plans
call for the creation of two new
cabinet posts, which would be called the Social Welfare Department
and the Public Works Department.
The name of the Department of the
Interior would be changed to the
Department of Conservation.
The plan also calls for the placing of the "whole government administrative service on a career and
merit basis". In order to do this
the civil service must be extended
to include all non-policy determining positions under the President.
The abolition of the office of the
Comptroller-General is proposed,
as well as the abolition of all authority of Congress to pre-audit
the expenditure of appropriations
by the executive branch. Congress,
however, would, under this plan,
receive a post-audit report of all
these expenditures. The pre-audit
function would be handed over to
the Treasury Department.
Another point in the President's
plan is "to strengthen the Budget
Bureau and consolidate in a National Resources Board the responsibility for national planning and
constant research to improve governmental efficiency, directly under the President".
Finally, in order to relieve the
President of much of the burden
he has had to carry on his shoulders, it is proposed that he be
given six executive assistants,
whose duty it would be to act only
in a confidential capacity.
The request for these sweeping
reforms, which would tend to simplify the unwieldy structure of the
Government's bureaus and agencies, is based on the report of a
committee, appointed to plan just
this very type of a general revision.
Whether or not Congress will
accept this sort of a plan is euestionable. Some objections have
been voiced by the legislators, but
it is expected that, with a few
modifications, the plan will pass
Complete stock of
Modern Librarv Giants

THE BOOKERY
Come in and look them over.

Duke University
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be
taken consecutively (graduation in
three and one quarter years) or
three terms may be taken each
year (graduation in four years).
The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and at least
two years of college work, including the subjects specified for Grade
A medicine schools. Catalogues adn
application forms may be obtained
from the Dean.

through the House without much
trouble and through the Senate albeit a little less easily.
Reorganization of the administratve divisions of the Government
was one of the campaign promises
of the President; it seems that he
is determined to live up to
pledge . . . ir- a big way.
Philanthropy
Charles Hayden, whose nam
well known to Gothamites, beci
of the planetarium which bears it,
left a will which was found to
leave most of his estate of one hundred and fifty million dollars to
establish a charitable foundation
for the education of boys and young
men, and the advancement, of what
the late Mr. Hayden called their
"moral, mental and physical well
being".
Though Mr. Hayden made ample
provision for his friends and relatives, and endowed his alma mater,
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, with a gift of one million dollars, the principal amount
of the estate will go to the foundation, the directors of which will
have broad discretionary powers
in carrying out the desire of its
founder.
The reason given by the late Mr.
Hayden, in his will, for his plan,
was that he wished this institution
to help to "rear a nobler race of
men who will make better and more
enlightened citizens to the ultimate
benefit of mankind".
A good many people, reading of
Mr. Hayden's decision in the Wednesday morning's paper on January
13th, thought Mr. Hayden was out
of his mind when he made out his
will. He handed over some fortj
million dollars, to make a dream
come true, a dream which might
possibly benefit mankind beyond
expectation. Perhaps this action
of the late banker hasn't met with
universal approval, though it
should. It comes as near to true
philanthropy as anything else ever
conceived by a human being in this
world.
The Late Martin Johnson
One of our best loved explorers,
Martin Johnson, was a victim of
the most recent of the five air
crashes which have occurred during the last five weeks.
The crash took place in the Tehapuchi foothills near Los Angeles.
Besides Johnson, one of the other
passengers also died in the accident. Some of the survivors are
still in a critical state; among them
is Mr. Johnson's wife and companion in twenty-six years of jungle exploration, Osa Johnson.
Mr. Johnson had' repeatedly insisted that the jungles were much
safer than civilization itself. America, he claimed, was the most dangerous spot in the world because
it was probably the most civilized.
It seems tragic that he so often
brought up this point, for it only
too well proved itself to be true,
at least in his case.
For twenty-six years, Johnson
and his wife, making trip after
trip into the jungles have added
much to our education, and amusement, with their motion pictures
and their writings. The civilization which indirectly accounted for
the death of the world-famous explorer owes him a debt it can never
repay.

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

ville, N. C ; John R. Fulton, Indianapolis, Ind.
"X" Club: Thomas W. Phillips,
III, Butler, Pa.; Colin McA. Cunningham, Brookline, Mass.; Matthew G. Ely, Jr., Pelham Manor,
N. Y.
Sorority pledges were announced
as follows:
Alpha Phi: Jane B. Miller, Winter Park; Annie B. Oldham, Jacksonville; Marguerite D. Beyer,
West Palm Beach; Muriel J. Averett, Philadelphia, Pa.; Margaret G.
Colvin, Saginaw, Mich.; Sylvia De
Queiroz Lima, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Dorothy I. North, Fairfield,
Conn.; Jessie M. Steele, Evanston,
HI.
Gamma Phi Beta: Eloise F. Arnold, Groveland; Esther C. Baker,
Ladue Village, St. Louis Co., Mo.;
Olga L. Matthews, Sikeston, Mo.;
Elsie I. Moore, New York, N. Y.
Kappa Alpha Theta: Victoria
Morgan, Clearwater; Jane A. Russell, Rockledge; Catherine A. Burgher, Tulsa, Okla.; Carl M. Good,
Washington, D. C.; Eleanor E.
Gwinn, Bronxville, N. Y.; Dorothy
R. Hildreth, Columbus, O.; Lora
Jane Ladd, Hinsdale, 111.; Sarah
Smith, Scituate, Mass.; Marcia E.
Stoddard, Woodbridge, Conn.
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Dorothy
M. Bryn, Hollis, L. I., N. Y.; Betty
J. Reser, Merrick, L. I., N. Y.; Jane
M Richards, Garden City, L. I.,
N. Y.; Marie Louise Smith, St.
Joseph, Mo.; Frances B. Wilkinson, Greenville, Ala.
Phi Mu: Edna D. Garibaldi,
Charlotte, N. C ; Margaret A.
Kennedy, Charlemont, Mass.
Pi Beta Phi: Barbara Babb,
Beverly Farms, Mass.; Joan D.
Baker, Greenwich, Conn.; Ruth K.
Bradley, Putnam, Conn.; Polly M.
F. Chambers, Memphis, Tenn.;
Betty J. Jack, Cleveland, O.; Lois
Johnson, South Orange, N. J.; Betty L. McCutcheon, Blytheville,
Ark.; Eugenie L. Williams, New
Orleans, La.
Chi Omega Sorority and Rho
Lambda Nu Fraternity announced
no pledges.

Ted Shawn, Noted
Dancer, is Speaker
To Folk Lore Group
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
tions. It should be
number. One of Mr. Shawn's main
objections to modern social dancing
was that there are too many dancers per square foot.
After recounting some of his interesting travel experiences in
search of new dance inspirations,
Mr. Shawn described the general
plan of his newest dance creation,
" 0 Libertod", an American saga.
The meeting was then open for dis-

ROLLINS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1937

SANDSPUR

Hungerford Christmas
Credited to Merchants
Perhaps it is a little late to be
talking about Christmas and the
Christmas spirit but we do not
think it is too late to mention
the joy that Hungerford School
experienced last Christmas eve.
Hungerford School is a school
for negroes located in Eatonville, near Maitland. It is a
boarding
school
and
goes
through the high school level.
Each CiuJstmas the members of
the Rollins Interracial Relations
Club endeavor to bring a little
Christmas cheer to the members
of the school who remain there
throughout the holiday season.
The Christmas party this year
was perhaps the gayest and
most successful of all years due
largely to the splendid effort of
the girls in charge, Barbara
Miller and Elizabeth Guinan,
and of the merchants of Winter
Park who so generously gave
that others might have a happier Christmas. We wish here
to thank those merchants for
their contributions. They were:
Quality Bakery, Rollins Press,
Leedy's, Boyd's, Lucy Little,
Mrs. Andre, Baker's, Sea Gull
Shop, Bumby's, Cottrell's Ten
Cent Store, Sandspur Bookshop,
Bennett Electric Shop, and the
Rialto Gift Shop.

CHALMERS TALKS
ON SPANISH WAR
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
Realizing the futility . of sacrificing American lives in fruitless
foreign war, Dr. Chalmers closed
his tallt with the following words:
"The choice between Fascism and
Communism is too difficult for
democratic America. We believe
in neither. We can well afford to
leave the Spanish crisis to Britain
and France who live next door.
The present hope and indication is
for a compromise to follow the
present stale-mate. Victory for
either faction would be followed by
massed executions. Spain is doomed to exhaustion anyway."
"History—the truth—the whole
truth! Nothing but the truth about
humanity."
"For one hundred years Spain
held precedence in Europe in war
and culture."
"Throughout history one can find
a series of little gains."
"Hatred begets Hatred!"
American Position
Dr. Chalmers was not clear as
to whom he hoped would win. He
did say, however, that he hoped
the present Fascist drive would be
unsuccessful. Chalmers stated that
America would help Spain best by
staying out of this affair completely. He sees some justification
for American entrance into the
World War, but none whatsoever
now.

In a brief and informal business
meeting
which
preceded
Mr.
Shawn's talk, the next meeting of
the Folklore Society was set for
April, l^rs. Rae, president, presided.
The Interracial Relations Club
Mr. Shawn was introduced by
will hold its first meeting of the
John Rae.
new year on Friday the 22nd in
Professor Clarke's class room in
Lyman Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Guest spealier will be Mr. JudTwo Good Rytex
son B. Walker, County SuperintenSpecials for January
dent of Schools of Orange County,
in Personal Stationery
ho will speak on "The Problem
The Rollins Press Store, Inc. of Negro Education". The meeting
will be in the form of a general
discussion, questions being answered at the end of the talk. It is
Get that wave c
hoped that some of the questions
distinction at
confronting a northerner concerning the education of the southern
and remember
colored children will be cleared up.
"Beauty is a
The public is cordially invited.
Duty"
Those wishing: to attend the Annie

Interracial Club
Will Hold Meeting
On Friday at 7:30

MME. SCHUMANN Student Criticizes Portrayals in
''Men Must Fight" as Very Favorable
ISGUEST^ARTIST

Student Interviews
Enyart and Sprague
on Deferred Rushing
(Continued from page 1, col, 3)
Dean Sprague refused to answer
definite questions. She found very
clever answers, or blankly said
"no" or "yes". Your reporter
could get nothing but this to quote
from her interview: "This office
will get reports of girls in all
rorities which will be presented to
the Committee". She ended our
conversation with the idea that the
plan had not been the success that
the Administration had hoped it
would be.

Record Concert To
Present Wagner's
Opera "The Ring"
After the presentation in
Sunday evening's record concert of
Dohnanyi's "Suite in D Minor" performed by Frederick Stock and the
Chicago
Symphony
Orchestra,
Wagner's gigantic "Ring of the
Nibelungen" cycle commenced with
a series of orchestral excerpts
from "Das Rheingold", played by
Stokowski and the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra.
Next Sunday at 7 P. M. in Mayflower Hall, the Ring of the Nibelungen will be continued with the
presentation of the entire first act
of "Die Walkure". This performance will be by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra with Bruno
Walter as conductor, and the singers will be Lotte Lehmann as Sieglinde, Lauritz Melchior as Siegmund,"and Emanuel List as Hunding.
Russell Series are at liberty to
leave.
The Interracial Committee is
composed of approximately thii'ty
students and interests itself in
gro and interracial problems.
Any new student interested in
joining is invited to attend the
ting on the 22nd.

LET'S GO
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At the

Coliseum

BUICK

ery evening except Wednesday and Sunday

Tonight and Thursday
GEORGE ARLISS
in

"MAN OF AFFAIRS"
starting Saturday (3 Days)
"CAMILLE"
with

Greta Garbo - Robert Taylor
Lionel Barrymore
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when you want ice cream.
Wherever you see it, you
can be sure of getting the
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will understand why it is the
South's largest-selling ice

Expert Service
KENDALL
the 2000 mile oil

Join the Sealtest Saturday night
Radio Party—8 P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC

Baggett's Standard Station
Corner E. Park & Fairbanks Ave.
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AMERICAN LAUNDRY
Orange
Buick-Pontiac Co.
330 N. Orange
Orlando

years; Dorothy Lockhart is to be
heartily congratulated on the artistic merit of her first achievement
as director in the Annie Russell
Series.
To Julie Trowbridge and George
Fuller goes praise for two most
sincere and gripping jobs of acting.
Together with Catherine
Bailey they held the audience completely witWn the various emotions
of the play. To Mrs. Trowbridge's
greater experience can be attributed her superior technical skill.
His part in this play indicates
that Mr. Fuller is actually a better
dramatic actor than he is a comedian—contrary to previous impressions. Miss Bailey improved
on the previous excellent work
which Rollins audiences have learned to expect of her; her increase
in maturity and comprehension is
noticeable.

There were, however, some people, perhaps a trifle more serious
in mood, who saw the "two sides
of the question" as two irreconcilable themes in the plot—and who
Clara Butler, no longer Clara
were consequently confused as to Butler but a gracious old grande
just what, if anything, they could dame, played Madame Seward with
possibly learn from this play. Go- imagination and professional fining to that chief expose of all [
themes—the title of the play—
Buel Trowbridge gave a good
some found the only peace-war portrayal of the diplomat Edwin
moral that could possibly, ration- Seward, marred, however, by a
ally, adorn this tale: Men must slight indistinctness of voice.
fight, and women must weep, so
Gilbert Sheldon and Detalmo
let's be resigned and get out our
Biroli-Pirzo presented highly satbombs and handkerchiefs.
isfying character-sketches of the
The above being a type of the servants in the Seward household.
sort of idea which, sugar-coated by
Maude Sanders as Mrs. Chase
good presentation, will encourage was disappointing, showing a surpeople, in the next war, to sit back prising awkwardness- and incomwith their hands folded and say: plete grasp of chai'acter.
"Well, dear me, it's all very dreadDonald Bradley presented Lieuful, but what can we do about i t ? " tenant Chase convincingly. Mary.
Which may or may not show the Acher and William Barr were adeplay to be a moral failure, accord- quate in their roles.
ing to whether one is a pacifist or
The stage setting of Men Must
a militarist.
Fight was not up to A. R. T. standard; it seemed uninspired, bare,
Portrayal Criticism
It is really a pleasure, however, and lacking in attention to detail.
The costumes were, with one or
to turn to the second part of this
criticism: the performance. Few two exceptions, pleasing, and chosbetter-directed and better-acted en with taste—those of Madame
plays have been given in the Annie Seward being especially noteworRussell Theatre in the past three thy.

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20
Organ V e ^ e r s , Knowles Memorial Chapel.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21
11:00 John Martin lecture. High School Auditorium.
8:15 "Rollins on the Air" WDBO, Professor Melcher,
speaker.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 22
7:30 Interracial Relations Club Meeting, Lyman 302.
8:15 Recital by Elisabeth Schumann at the Annie Russell
Theatre,
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23
4:00 Phi Beta Benefit Tea Dance at the Woman's Club.
5:00

9:45
5:00
11:00
4:00

SUNDAY. JANUARY 24
Morning Meditation, Knowles Memorial Chapel, Dr.
Chalmers, speaker.
Organ Vespers, Knowles Memorial Chapel.
MONDAY, JANUARY 25
Lecture by Dr. Thomas Chalmers a t the Annie Russell Theatre.
Dr. Evelyn Newman lecture at the All Saints Parish
House.

4:00

TUESDAY, JANUARY 26
Conference Group directed by Dr. Helen Cole at the
Woman's Club.

10:10
8:15

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27
Honors Day Assembly at the Annie Russell Theatre.
Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida at the High
School Auditorium.

January 20, 1937.

Complete Tire and B a t t e r y Service

Two Fine Cars

the audience to "form its own opinion" on the matter—a meaningless
phrase, for even the most rabidly
biased propaganda play cannot do
more than leave the decision of the
matter it discusses to the audience.
It is the habit of the human mind
to see its own prejudices in any
ambiguous material: out of the
miscellaneous arguments for "both
sides of the question", such members of the audience as are pacifistically inclined, picked a nebulous
contention for the insanity of
war; whereas the "patriotically"
inclined saw in it a picture of a
young radical being converted by
love and suffering to the paths of
right thinking and glory with the
rest of the Brave Boys.

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN

Eda's

ROLLER SKATING

(Continued from page 1, col.

(Continued from page 1, coL 1)
first introduced to this country
when in 1921 she came with Richard Strauss for a concert tour, and
also to sing the leading role in
Strauss's
"Der
Rosenkavalier"
which was given its first presentation at the Metropolitan.
Like her famous ancestor, Henrietta Sontag, Mme. Schumann is
a Mozart singer. In this music
she displays a purity of style that
is all too rare, and her command
of coloratura, her refinement of
style, her dramatic expressiveness
realize the ideal of singers.
Miss Helen Moore, associate professor of piano in the Conservatory
of Music, will accompany Mme.
Schumann at the piano. Miss
Moore's rare talent and artistry
has been demonstrated upon numerous
occasions
in
recitals
throughout the state since she first
joined the Rollins faculty in 1928.
Mme. Schumann's appearance
here will be the second major attraction in the Annie Russell Series
for the season. The box office of
the theatre will be open for reservations on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday afternoons from 4 to 6.

AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Henry Lauterback, Campus Agents

RolUns College
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Students:
Hot weather is here alas . . . but whoever suspected
it . , . or for that matter prepared for it . . . at least
your worthy correspondent didn't.
But in my weekly snooping, I've found an out for
the lassie who hasn't a thing to wear. Its a collectio of incredibly low priced spring frocks in the Economy Shop at DICKSON-IVES . . . fourth floor in case
you don't know your way around.
Cottons, linens, dotted-swiss, cotton-crash, shantungs-prints, $2.95, searsuckers, $3.95, and smart twopiece linens and silks for $5.95 and $7.95. Exciting
new frocks styled by Hubrite.
The Ecoomy Shop at DICKSON-IVES carries exactly the type of dress that college girls need for
classes . . . and the price of dress that fits into the
allowance.

A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER
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Sanibel Island is Haven
For Collection of Shells
By WILLIAM DAVIS
Sanibel Island is a long, thin strip of land off the West Coast of
Florida near Fort Myers. For some reason it is one of the best havens
in the country for collecting rare shells, for the beach there has both
quantity and quality in this respect.
It is nothing to look at in appear
ance; flat land, with tall grass covery that there are quite a few
some palms, and mangroves. Thert shells around. Indeed, there were
is a lighthouse at the lower end more than you ever imagined existand some hotels for the shell hunt- ed. The beach was not just thickly
ers who come from all over the sprinkled with them, it was piled
country. Here and there are a few high, in windrows, and heaps. Back
shacks belonging to crackers or of the high tide mark were tens
negro farmers. The only way to of thousands of Pinnas, a narrow
rfeach the island is by ferry from fan-shaped shell about ten inches
Punta Rassa, a small jumping-off Inog. The outside is a sort of
place about 17 miles from Ft. dead-looking brownish gray, but inside it is irridescent, and gives off
Myers.
gorgeous colors in the light. The
I have twice camped out on the smaller shells were found nearer
beach there, collecting shells for the water.
the museum. We took the two
Our camping place was a few
o'clock ferry across to the island,
spending the trip across watching hundred feet farther down the
beach.
We made camp quickly and
porpoises and wondering where the
landing place on the other side dashed for the beach, some of us
was. Not till we were practically to walk down it to see what was
there did we see the collection of on hand, others to paw slowly over
piles and a short runway, which a pile and get everything valuable.
looked as if they had just been Smaller shells were found by pawgathered casually together for a ing, while the larger ones were best
bonfire. A cormorant sat on every found by strolling slowly along.
one of the piles to greet us. We Decasionally there are rocks at the
rode over to the other side of the idge of the gulf and in the shalisland, stopped for a moment at a ows back of them is much that is
hotel for water; we went on for a nteresting.
mile or so through the glassland
Not only dead shells are there,
and finally parked at a gap in the but live ones too—fighting conchs,
dunes. The gap is one of the two tulip shells, the giant band shells
existing relics of a subdivision of that measure over a foot in length,
1926. Our camping place is the star fish, with anywhere up to nine
other.
ns, hermit crabs scuttling around
discarded tulip shells, and someAt first sight, the beach was not
impressive. It was nothing like times even a tiny octopus, which
Daytona or Coronado, even at low hold on to you quite firmly, along
tide. But when you go down to ' th Chinese a'lohabet shells, )a
ne shaped molluse with yellow
it, vou make the

Bridge Lamps — Study Lamps
Extension Cords

WINTER PARK ELECTRIC SHOP
Day and Night Service on Radios
Phone: Day 29—Night 204

FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS
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Thames'

— -

MARKETESSEN
SHELLUBRICATION FOR YOUR CAR

Newcomers Shell Station

Chapel Reading
Time Announced
Any student who is interested
in reading in chapel is urged to
come over to the chapel between
the hours of five and six Thursday afternoons and four and six
Friday afternoons.
markings, crowned conchs, which
have a rim of spines near the top;
left-banded whelks, whose opening
comes out on the other side of the
shell (the left as you look at it)
from the others. If the gods decree, there was a Junonia there
too, one of the rare shells of the
beach. It was about four inches
long, with rows of brown dots spiraling around it.
Those that hunt through the
shell piles find many more—the
pretty tigers eye, various small
whelks, both right and left-handed,
the thick ark shells, several score
of the brilliantly colored pectens,
and the knobby murexes.
The time went rapidly and sunset came soon. The sky was clear
at night and gave a good opportunity to do a little astronomy before bed.
The days were much the same;
there were only two things to do
collect shells and loaf. Swimming
was not practical there due to the
sharp edges of the shelli
bottom..
After each high tide
were made to see what it had
brought up.
Between trips one lay
shade and watched the porpoises
roll by in the quiet gulf, and the
pelicans and terns diving for fish,
It always seemed as if they must
surely break their necks, but they
did.
Whether you might
scientific or aesthetic purposes,
there is always plenty for you. The
beach can" provide anything you
want. And after you have gone
away, soon you begin to wonder
return to Sanibel.
you I
Hobart College in New York
State has made as a prerequisite
for a bachelor of Arts degree a
course in citizenship. Hobart is
the only college doing this at the
present time, but one hopes that
many other so-called institutions of
higher learning will follow suit.
A headline in the South Carolina
Gamecock says: "Chapel locked except during service." Six' keys
will be made and no one can'get in
unless one of the keys opens the
doors. It seems that thieves repeatedly stole light bulbs, shades,
and chairs.

Corner Fairbanks & E. Park Ave.

HOUGH'S
FOOD MARKET
Quality — Service

COLLEGIANS
FOR THE BEST
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING SERVICE

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
PHONE
Winter Parle—9188

Orlando—3176

When in need of tires
Consult

THE COLLEGE GARAGE
General — Firestone — Yale
Phone 115

A Few Unusual
Items
Which We Carry in Stock
Ruled or unruled fillers for 7
ring notebooks.
Steel strong boxes for money or
personal papers.
Inks in ten different colors.
Stamp albums, packets, hinges,
tongs, detectors, kodapak.
Gavels, paper flag pins, music
writing paper and pens.

O'NEAL-BRANCH
C O M P A N Y
39 East Pine St.
Orlando
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RECORD CONCERT ^''^""Sdzespiay Second Martin Lecture is
About Spanish Revolution
FEATORE WAGNEII

By PATRICIA GUPPY
(Editor's note: When Miss Guppy submitted the criticism of "Men
By FENTRESS GARDNER
Must Fight", this criticism of the
"Ring of the Nibelungen" Is plot was included. We felt that it The second lecture of John Martin, again to a full house, was on
the
Spanish
Revolution.
Five hundred thousand lives have been lost
Title of Series
was not part of the actual play
criticism, so we have separated it m war in Spain in the enlightened year 1936! Why? Our only possible way of trying to understand is to investigate as best we may
into
two
stories.
We
do
feel
howTO END FEBRUARY 28
ever that this is important enough how the Past is responsible for the Present.
"Spain has never emerged from
to publish under separate head.)
Beginning on Sunday evening,
It is evident that, if the plot of feudal conditions." The people are that brooked no delay got underJanuary 17, at 7 P. M. In Mayflowseparated in groups from one an- way. The task was to bring Spain
"Men
Must
Fight"
is
intended
to
er Hall, and continuing for six
other by different customs, tradiconsecutive Sunday evenings at 7 demonstrate any conclusion about tions, and languages. Never has socially and institutionally from
thereafter, Wagner's stupendous peace or war, that conclusion chief- Spain been unified as a single state the seventeenth century to the
ly
turns
on
the
reasons
which
give
"Ring of the Nibelungen" ("Das
—and yet the Catholic Church and twentieth.
Rheingold", "Die Walkure", "Sieg- ise to Robert's sudden change from the army pervade, overwhelm all
Zamora himself John Martin likfried", "Die Gotterdammerung") protesting pacifism to practicing Spanish life. However sympathetic ened to Woodrow Wilson—a man of
militarism.
This
reason
is,
as
a
begun virtually complete at
may be to the circumstances cultured habits—a scholar and
matter
of
fact,
stated
in
the
third
the recorded concerts.
act, during Robert's dialogue with that have allowed the church to idealist. (During the first strife
Among the great singers featurdominate Spain's life, the details Zamora retired to a monastery,
his mother.
on these marvelous records are:
of this domination are rather lurid read Greek and Latin classics.)
According to this speech, the
rsten Flagstad, Lotte Lehmann,
hard to believe from the
"The Republic did more for
ason
for
Robert's
main
action
Goeta Ljungberg, Florence Ausprotestant standpoint. Spain than the monarchy had done
tral, Florence Easton, Lauritz Mel- during the play has nothing whatSpanish Apostolic Roman
to do with the universal con- Church is feudal in constitution and in fifty years."
chior, Friedrich Schorr, Emanuel
Briefly told it tried: To break up
List, Tessmer, Habich, Walter Wid- ditions concerning peace and war. mentality. It seems to have taken
dop, and Lawrence Tibbett. The It springs simply from the particu- special interest in its temporal du- and distribute the feudal estates—
and unique conditions in which ties, for it owns no less than one- abolish feudal dues—de-land the
orchestras and conductors represented are: Bruno Walter and the he finds himself; that is, the con- third of Spain's total wealth. It church—put religion into practical
Vienna Philharmonic, Stokowski ditons of being the secretly illegi- has built around itself special tra- humanity-—stop the hated Jesuits
and the Philadelphia Symphony timate child of the wife of the ditions, privileges, prerogatives. from patronizing — break the
Orchestra, the London Symphony United States Secretary of State. Its priests are all out of proportion Church's hold on land and business
Orchestra conducted by Robert If the Secretary of State had not to the number of people whose wel- and education—institute secular
Heger, Albert Coates, and Law- been in the particular and unique fare it looks after—and the monks education in State schools—purge
rence Collingwood, the Berlin State position of being his foster-father, and nuns are three to one more the army—^reduce the generals—
Opera Orchestra and Chorus con- Robert could have carried out his numerous than the priests. John ("never yet in Spanish history had
ducted by Dr. Leo Blech-Mengel- riginal intention of heading a Martin likens the huge and com- the army been really subject to the
berg and Toscanini with the New Pacifist movement. And if his plicated structure of the church to stafce")—child labor laws—regulate
York Philharmonic Orchestra, the foster-father (or father) had not an army "quartered on the coun- wages and hours, and other types
Secretary of State, Robert try in idleness and luxury". It had of social legislation. Catalonia was
Orchestro of the Festspielhauses at
Bayreuth, Germany, conducted by would not have needed to consider exclusive control of education and given partial autonomy. And with
Heinz Titjet; the Royal Opera Or- the latter's public position in the kept one-half of the people illiter- these measures the new republican
chestra, Covent Garden, conducted
atter.
ate, and one-half of this half were government won the heart allegiby Robert Heger, and an orchesThere can be no universal con- in purely clerical schools. Thus ance of the peasants and the protra conducted by Hans Lange.
jsions drawn from particular in absolute control of the life of letarians. BUT other elements refused to coopeVate. "Spain has
The programs of the concert se- premises; and since the situation ideas at its source, it was able to
been cursed by individualism." For
ries are as follows: Sunday, Jan. of this plot is essentially particu- guide as it wished the Spiritual and
instance, 1,500,000 anarchial syndi24, Act One (complete) of "Die lar, not universal or even usual, mental moods and customs of the
calists believed all government is
Walkure"; Jan. 31, excerpts from therefore the reaction of the main people, "without respite and withbad, all state control oppressive.
Acts Two and Three of "Die Wal- character in these circumstances out
Every man must do as he pleases
kure" (1^2 hour concert); Feb. 7, could not have anything usual or
Coupled with this was the top according to the right in his own
excerpts from Acts One and Two general about it, nor point out any
eyes^"all joint endeavors in which
of "Siegfried" (IVz hour cnocert); conclusive decision whatsoever with heavy structure of the army, also
there is the slightest compulsion
Feb. 14, Act Three, closing scene regard to the question of peace and feudal in temper and organization.
are anathema". Opposition of the
from "Siegfried", and the Pro- war. The more universal one's Outfitted with lordly generals and
Rightists was able finally to throw
logue to "Die Gotterdammerung"; theme is, the wider must be one's military tribunals the army wielded
Zamora out and revert back to old
Feb. 21, excerpts from Acts One comprehension of the situations a dominating censorship over the
practices and monarchial form of
and Two of "Die Gotterdamme- which demonstrate it. Had the au- citizens and the landless starving
government except they nominally
rung"; and Feb. 28 (last concert of thors of "Men Must Fight" intend- peasants whom it held in utter
placed the King with a President.
the series), Act Three of "Die Got- ed to present any main thematic ruthless contempt. "Twenty-four
material about war, they must million—the long suffering people Both the Catholic and popular acterdammerung".
tion of this reversion was spon—twenty
thousand—the
oppresneeds
have
cleared
out
their
inThese concerts are of vast imsored by the Church and landed
plot-complications
and
portance. All who attend them volved
property. In the February elecwill be assured of one of the very made the clash between peace and
Into this feudal society is pour- tions however the Leftists again
war
simple
and
distinct.
greatest musical treats they have
ed the new wine of industrialism. swept the country, ousted Robles,
As the play stands, therefore, it "If new wine be poured into old and his Fascist government and reever had. They may never again
hear these four famous operas in is the story of a dramatic clash dried up bottles the wine will burst turned the noble idealist Azana to
their consecutive order performed in the particular and individual the bottles—to spill upon the power.
by so many world famous Wag- ^family of Seward, against a back- ground." In spite of all her renerian singers, conductors, and or- ground of war vs. peace controver- pressive attempts the church did , Zamora resumed where he had
sy. The only theme that can be not succeeded in excluding modern left off his march of change and
chestras.
said to run through the play, is: thought from Spain except in mat- progress, formed a cabinet minus
If you brood over your troubles "Sometimes strong emotional in- ters theological. Thus it is we find ' a single communist member. John
fluences aroused by circumstances some of the stronger more inde- j Martin terms the attack which was
you'll have a perfect batch.—Qi
can overthrow the most firmly- pendent provinces such as Cata- j now made against this government
ker Campus.
fixed rational ideas and ideals"— Ionia and the Basque nation, now '' criminal". Zamora controlled the
a particularized theme.
daring to agitate openly for auton- popular vote and with true devotion
Is that, however, what the play- omy. This existence of new ideas was trying to effect high minded
House Wiring
wrights intended to do ?
in the mJdst of time wom customs reforms. But his minority opponent
This is extremely doubtful. Ac- John Martin picturesquely symbo- had access to arms and foreign
cording to announcements, "Men lized in this way: "Everywhere in aid. Grouped around Franco from
Must Fight" is a controversial play Modern Spain oxcarts plod the the very first were instigators and
on the subject of peace vs. war; streets while the modern automo- advisors from Italy, Germany, Rus242 E. Park Ave.
and the amount of peace vs. war bile frantically tries to honk its sia, and for his main fighting force
material which is included indi- way through them." In ideas the he was naturally able to muscates the actuality of this inten- most radical—in practice feudal ter the Moors whom centuires earTo take any other viewpoint notions reign. Consequence—bit- lier Spain had spent her blood to
Typewriter Headquarters tion.
is to assume that the plot of the ter internal conflict.
expel. With superior arms at first
Sales and Service
drama is of absolutely no imporBut gradually the agitation of there was "almost unresisted progAll Makes Used Typewriters
tance, and that the whole play is ideas bore fruit. A bloodless revo- ress from Seville to Madrid—then
merely a conversation-piece setting lution occurred—the King did not a miracle—the mob of resistance
forth some equal arguments for abdicate but left the throne, and became an army". That brings us
peace and war; which is absurd.
after an intermediate period of un- up to date. The Russians were
The effect of the play is con- certainty Zamora was elected Presily behind the stiffening in refused because the authors' aims dent of the Republic. Immediately sistance of the Loyalists. Russia
were not clear when they wrote it. he formed a constitution which is sent ships and men. Madrid is yet
'On the basis of this reasoning, one of the most remarkable docu- untaken. "What will the outcome
then, "Men Must Fight" is an ments of modern times, and a mass be—who can tell? In any case it
social readjustments will be frightful."
artistic failure.
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ing day of school until 10:30 on the Tuesday
evening before Thanksgiving.
3. From 10:30 on the Tuesday evening
before Thanksgiving until 5 on the following Wednesday afternoon there should be
silence between the old students and the new
students, so as to avoid any exchange rushing between the men and women.

CONSERVATORY
NOTES
After a comparatively quiet fall
le musical events have
started coming thick and fast. In
Daytona Beach, the great Brazilian
pianist, Guiomar Novaes is playing February fourth; Nino Martini
of radio, opera and lately moving
picture fame is singing February
22 a t the Orlando Auditorium; Albert Spalding, one of the greatest
violinists of our day, and Helen
Jepson of the Metropolitan Opera
are appearing January 23 and
.March 28th respectively. A number of Miss Moore's students are
planning to drive to Jacksonville
on the 20th of February to hear
Rudolf Sirken, the young pianist
who played so brilliantly a few
weeks ago with the New York Philharmonic Symphony. One of the
most anticipated events of the season is the concert at our own
theatre by Elisabeth Schumann.
Her program consists of German
lieder with the exception of a Mozart Aria which opens her program. Miss Moore will be her accompanist. The program is as fol-
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feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon
investigation
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(^ditMais
Deferred Rushing
During rushing period we inquired often
as to iiow the students liked deferred rushing. From the old studets, or the so-called
rushers, we found not one person who was
in accord with this plan. From the new students, commonly called rushees, we found
an occasional person who favored this plan.
Strangely enough we found not one girl who
felt that this plan was adequate.
I t is obvious that deferred rushing was a
noble experiment, which had been sponsored by the faculty. Today, some faculty
members still think it was successful. From
one viewpoint, we can agree—that the new
students were able to find their ground the
first three weeks of the fall term. Otherwise, we could find no point of the new plan
successful.
Instead of the few unsettled weeks coming in the Fall term, they came the beginning of the winter term. Instead of students
slacking in their work at the beginning of
the year, they did so after the Christmas
vacation. Which proves to be the more harmful?
We feel that this new plan brought forth
many more evils than were experienced in
the short rushing periods. These evils
were of the nature that have left hard-feelings between the fraternities and the
rushees.
Rushing at Rollins has never been entirely clean. Yet, this year dirty rushing was
more than evident. An example was a remark that one student made—"During this
last week anything goes, even old-fashioned
'hot-boxing' and 'sob-stories'."
We have a plan that might be a medium
between the old policy and the deferred rushing policy:
1. Fraternity and sorority rushing should
be handled in the same manner.
2.

Rushing period is to be from the open-

4. Bids are to be issued in the dormitories at 4 on the Wednesday afternoon before
Thanksgiving.
5. All fraternity and sorority persons are
to be in their dormitories at 4 on this Wed
nesday afternoon.
6. Likewise rushees are to be in the dormitories at 4 on this Wednesday afternoon
7. At 5 on the Wednesday afternoon before Thanksgiving, the rushees are to go to
their fraternity or sorority of choice i .
pledging.
8. There sholud be no formal parties from
the opening day of school until the Wednesday evening before Thanksgiving.
9. The quota system
should remain in order.

used

this

year

10. Open rushing and pledging is to be^
gin after Christmas vacation. ,
11. Old students can be pledged at any
time.
12. Persons who break their pledges, may
be pledged by any organization any time
after the first day of the next school year.

che

"Men Must Fight"

Das Veil-

II. Wohin (Schubert), Du bist
die Ruh' (Schubert), Jungling an
der Quelle (Schubert), Standchen
(Schubert).

Any person vvfho witnessed the performance of "Men Must Fight" came away from
the Annie Russell Theatre well satisfied.
This production is the most successful we
have witnessed in the past two years.
Although the plot and theme of the play
were not of the highest standard, it was
good material with which to work. Dorothy Lockhart should be congratulated for
the choice.

Aria of S(.Mozart).

IIL Nussbaum
(Schumann),
Sonnenschein (Schumann), Feldeinsamkeit
(Brahms),
VergeJsliches Standchen (Brahms).

Footnotes

George Fuller should be given top-ranking
By STEVEN H, BAMBERGER
honors. His performance in a dramatic role
was a relief from his comic roles. He seemed much more sincere and mature in this Rollin.^ College
ort of part.
Winter Park, Fla
Sirs
To Julie Trowbridge and Cathie Bailey go
second honors. Mrs. Trowbridge played her
It you will take the trouble to scan the recent record-hooks of your
role convincingly, making the most of her institution, we are sure you will find our scholastic and extra-curricuexperience. Her delivery and stage presence lar activities quite on a par with the best, our behavior and integrity
was superior to all other feminine players'.
extremely exemplary and our entire attitude, during our stay with
Miss Bailey's performance was her best to
you, quite satisfactory to all concerned. It may interest you to learn,
date. Her part was ideal for her talents.
therefore that unless very definite steps -are taken in the immediate
Clara Butler graciously took the role of future regarding a subject about which we are becoming more and
Madame Seward, and was convincing in the more sensitive by the minute, we shall be forced to reject your future
role.
hospitality.

INFIRMARY
INFORMATION

TV. In dem Schaten meiner
locken; Du denkst mit einem Tadchen; Maufallenspruchlein; Elf enlied (Wolf).

The Infirmary this week is passV. All mein Gedanken; Moring through a period of transition. gen; Gluckes genung; Standchen
Flu is ending, football practice is (Strauss).
starting- again, and rushing is over.
The last few fluers were Fay
The faculty trio played a t the
Bigelow, Joyce Powers, and Rich- Congregational Church last eveard Hazen.
ning and presented the following
Football practice left Thurman selections: Trio (.Mozart, Adagio
McPherson with a bad leg again, (Bach), La Boite a Joujou (Deand Diddy Hannahs was down from bussy), Trio (Franck).
too much rushing.
Except for Joyce Powers, they
Why don't you pick on an ailment
all went home and the replaceyour own size.
ments are Lois Johnson, who has
Monday was Cookie's "make peoan abscessed tooth. The tooth is
ple unhappy day", chiefly Miss
undecided as yet whether to stay in
Miss Nicholas. And Tuesday was
or come out, and meanwhile Lois is
the Mothers Club Tea. All in all
entertaining it with tomato "juice
it's been quit^e a week. What with
and the Infirmary radio.
Robert Cameron Cuthell honoring
Bill Scheu is here for a few days the Infirmary with his presence.
on his way further south, having He wore a beard for a disguise, but
had his operation. He's looking was undone by his white sweater.
fine, and we were all certainly Try again, Bob.
glad to see him. He pays the In- Cookie has brightened her week
firmary treatment visits, but Lois by her secret trysts with Si, as he
Johnson warns you, Bill, that the has taken it upon himself to do
Infirmary is no place for a person this love stuff outside the Infirwith less than five kidneys.
mary as well as in. Is this fair,
Linton Malone had his tonsils Si, to make me scoop around, not
out, and has had to cut down on only out there but all over the
punning. It serves you right, Mal. campus.

Buel Trowbridge gave the only disappointThis provoking subject concerns the new grass that you are planting performance. His voice was not always ing around the recently erected dormitories. Why you did not leave
clear, and his tempo was slow.
everything alone and let nature take its course is none of our busiThe minor roles were competently handled ness. The fact remains that you are trying to grow grass in the rapid
by Gilbert Sheldon, Detalmo Biroli-Pirzio, scientific manner and that the fertilizer you are using is a positive/
Maude Sanders, Donald Bradley, Mary Acher insult to our olfactory centers, to say nothing of our aesthetic taste.
and William Barr.
As you may or may not know, the fertilizer has, for its main conMiss Lockhart's direction was subtle and stituent, a profuse amount of equine dross, utterly incommensurate
artistic. She discovered the important lines, in proportion to the other component parts and dominating them aland brought them out. Don Allen's stage most to a point of extinction. In fact, so pronounced is this main charsettings were fitting, along with the excel- acteristic that when we were sitting in the dormitories the fii'st evelent costuming of the players.
ning of its appearance we were embarrassed well-nigh to tears by
ttie concern of some of our friends who inquired whether we were wel!
or not. Fortunately when morning came we were able to point with
In a recent issue of the Literary Digest justifiable rage to tbe huge amount of extant fertilizer which would
the thought was expressed by publishers and undoubtedly have put Gargantua to shame.
editors that tiie power of the press over
And so, willing to be momentarily discomfited for what your garpublic thought was slipping. The idea was
on the Rollins
Campus
partly fostered by the outcome of the recent deners assured us would be an insignificant period of time, we went
election. We believe that the press has de- our way uncomplaining. Ignoring the ostracism of Orlandoans when
we visited their fair metropolis wearing apparel that had not been
clined in its political power.
Chris
Argyris
'37—"Chris" is a Gamma Phi Beta, of which she
dry-cleaned that very day and beginning to understand the Houyhnhnms
comes from Newark, N. J., and is is vice president for the coming
It is interesting to look the question over
attitude towards the Yahoos, we were willing to bear all for Rollins. a member of Kappa Alpha frateryear. She is a member of Phi
pro and con. For the pros there are the arHowever, as a result of last week's cloudburst which, though noth- nity. He came to Rollins in his Beta, national honorary dramatic
guments that the radio has a more teUing
sophomore
year
as
a
transfer
from
and musical fraternity, and this
effect on the minds of the people; that few ing unusual in itself, had a faculty of accentuating the unusual in
N. Y. U. and has been prominent year is the vice president. She is
people read the editorials and that those other things, we have reached the end of our tether. Things have
in varsity and intramural athletics. a charter member and publicity
who do, already have fixed ideas formed actually come to such a pass that we sit for days on end in our rooms
He played freshman football his manager of the Rollins Student
when they do digest them; that the Demo- with the blinds drawn and an oxygen tank pumping away furiously first year and for the past two sea- Plajers, member of the Student
crats captured all but two states in the re- in each corner. And if you think we're exaggerating in any detail, sons has been on the varsity squad Council, the Assembly Committee
cent election despite the most powerful ediat a guard position. Chris is ma- and the Speaking Choir. Also on
we dare you to wade up here and see for yourselves.
torial backing in Republican history.
joring in business administration the Freshman Committee her first
The matter is now entirelv in your hands which are usually thought and when he graduates he expects year, a member of the Rollins
On the other side those who believe that
to go into the executive depart- Dance Group this year and chosen
of
as
pretty
reliable,
or
pretty
and
reliable,
to
give
the
phrase
a
neat
the press is still supreme over its following
ment of the theatrical business. In for the Student Honor Company
base their contentions on the following: That turn. Trusting that you will take care of the matter at an early date fact he is going to manage a New and the Annie Russell Company
the radio listeners use the newspapers as a
York theatre next year, he says. for her acting. Cathie is one of the
follow-up of v/hat they hear over the radio and so enable us to tread once more on your "Walk of Fame", we re- We all remember him in "Broad- better actresses on campus and
to ascertain their facts or read a statement
Very seriously at your mercy,
way" last spring, as the almost shows improvement each year.
that provided food for thought over again.
Emily Showalter '38—Emily's
too convincing hard boiled night
JOHN AND MARY.
home town is Fairmont, West VirThey also state that the average man of the
club proprietor.
ginia, and she, being a Kappa Kapstreet never glaces at the Editorials—and so
Seymour D. Ballard '38—Sey- pa Gamm.a, lives in Pugsley. She
P. S.: Please do not confuse this o
with its astoundingly similar
the newspaper views have never affected him
:;ounterpart which has been noticeable
und the Administration Build- mour lives in Geneva, 111., and is a has been a Sandspur reporter for
at any time.
Phi Delta Theta. He was a mem- three years, and has been on the
ine: ever since we can remember.
ber of the freshman committee in Chapel Social Service , Committee
The radio undoubtedly has had its effect
his first year, and in his sopho- for three years. This year she is
on the newspaper power. People hear
more year was vice president of the a member of the Chapel Choir, the
speeches over the radio, but rarely take the
Harvard was founded three hun- graduated from Northwestern,
Lower Division. As a staff mem- Chapel Staff, the Peace Society, ,
time to follow it up or look for Editorial com- dred years ago! One campus statue thought the collegiate world -wo
ber of the Sandspur, he writes oc- International Relations Club, and
ment concerning it.
bears this inscription: "John Har- be free of such complicatioi:^. i
casional features for that venera- Pi Gamma Mu, the national honorThe advent of the column writer has also vard, Founder, 1638." This state- no! Now, "Last of the Mol.ican
ble organ, and he is also an edi•y Social Science Fraternity. Emidone its part. The columnists are not ham- ment is false, for John Harvard James Fenimore Cooper has
tor on the Flamingo board. He is ly is secretary to Prof. France, in
pered by Editorial restrictions which limit did not found the college; it was rived at Marquette University.
a member of the Chapel Staff, and the Social Problems Club for her
a newspaper's views to that of the policy of founded in 1636. Room and board
business manager of Rollins Play- second year, was on the girls' fenchas increased 30 fold and tuition
the publishers. This means they can give
ers. Seymour is majoring in Eng- ing team for two years and paris 70 times higher than it was
their own personal opinions which seem to
Love and dumbness are coupled lish with emphasis upon writing, ticipates in other intramural sports.
when Harvard was young.
have considerable influence with the public
by a dean a t Nebraska as two of and as he is also much interested Her .major is Human Relations, or
ial Sciences, and when she
because they are considered unbiased.
As Notre Dame's Bill Shake- the primary reasons for freshmen in the theatre, he thinks he may try
graduates she is going into Social
Yes, politically, the power of the press has speare is no longer there and Hen- flunking out of college.—Lehigh, writing plays for a career.
Work, and will take graduate
Brown
and
White.
Catherine
Bailey
'38—Cathie
ry
Wadworth
Longfellow
was
declined.
comes from Elmsford, N. Y., and study.

Is The Press Slipping?

Who's Who
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By BOB HAYES
'4

to Capitalize

% The fraternal basketball struggle will lay seige to stude'nt interest
w tomorrow night in what promises to be a whale of a season. A galaxy
ifL of hoop-shot artists on the entering teams will exhibit a brand of
. basketball that will leave little doubt of the material available for an

Only the lack of a gy
I stands in the way of Rollins turning out a quintet that ould fire volley for volley with any SIAA
college. Talent such ai Murray, the Justice brothers. Buck Johnson, Curry Brady, Kirby, Daugherty, R. Little, Miller, and others,
could go places in the Florida basketball realm.

' , As the muddied waters of pledging clears, the basketball race seems
i to settle into a dogfight affair between the Phi Delts and the Theta
if Kappa Nus. The Kappa Alpha five can't be underrated as the lid
^ is blown off this week. The X Club should trail the K. A.s into the
•^ finish stretch if they can stave off a hustling team of unknowns from I
Chase Hall. Rho Lambda Nu seems the victim of the cellar positi'
,. if they enter a team. "

Bryan "Bitsy" Grant continued his rampage last week-end by
trouncing the number one Budge in the Dixie tournament at Tampa. The undersized racket-wielder repeatedly bounces into the
national tennis spotlight by bumping off a headliner to hand the
ranking committee of the U. S. L. T. A. another smash to the
chin. During the past two weeks, the Atlantan has leveled the
number one Budge and the number two Frank Parker.

The nation's one-two-three tennis attractions have ducked Orlando's
state open tourney which began Tuesday. Budge, Parker, and Grant
have shaken the Florida clay court dust from their heels for the winter after their nerve wracking experiences in Miami and Tampa. This
assures the Orlandoans that the Yowell-Drew trophy will remain in
the state another year as Harris and Hendrix are rated to pattle for
the title in the finals. A win by Harris this time would give him
permanent possession of th-; cup after his 1935 and 1936 triumphs.

Following close on the heels of the stat* open meet, the Bill
Tilden troupe of nomadic professionals will exhibit their wares
before Orlando tennis enthusiasts. For a quarter of a century.
Big Bill Tilden, the granddaddy of tennis, has stalked the United
States and part of Europe and added scalp after scalp to his string.
Even now, the gaunt, temperamental Tilden is a picturesque
figure on the tennis courts and creakingly gets about to win His
portion of the matches.

VfT'HILE Jimmy Braddock was
retaining his heavyweight
crown, won from Max Baer in
June, 1935, by remaining out of
the ring for nearly a year and a
half, the middleweight division
stole the thunder of the ponderous pugilists.
Today Freddie Steele, the Tacoma Tapper, recognized as
champion in these United States
despite the International Boxing
Union's preference for the balddomed Marcel Thil—is in position
to make a lot of dough, through
his desire to take on any comer
worthy of his hire.
After Steele lifted the diadem
from the rather languorous Babe
Risko a short time ago, there
was an exodus of promoters into
the hinterlands to find a 160pounder to bring the title back
east.

CTEELE is sure to pick up
^ plenty of money in New York
on his current and first trek into
the east. If he still holds the
division diadem after his tour,
he can pick up some nice money
with "naturals" on the way back
home.
Yarosz is staging a fine comeback, after losing the title to
Risko on one good leg, and Pittsburgh would pack a house featuring a bout between the two.
Cleveland, too. would turn out a
good number to witness a battle
between the home-brew Paul
Pirrone and Steele.
It appears that young Mister
Steele will have to burn plenty
of oil over his income tax this
year, thanks to Jimmy Braddock's inactivity.

BRADLEY BEGINS
INTBiOJALGBEW

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

i k. EIVE FACES
THEINBEPEiENTS

Betty Mower and Marilyn Tubbs,
two of Rollins' most enthusiastic

Lead Off Double-Bill Tomorrow; Club vs. Phi Delts

Eddie (Babe) Risko, handsome
Syracuse battler. . . . He lost
to Steele.

BY PHILIP MARTIN

Three Crews Are Now Practicing On Water
blazed I VARSITY

MEN

Expert Swiss Bracelet
Watch Repairing
Colonial Store
Phone 402

or

in Winte Park
334 E. Park Ave. Phillips Bldg.

Annapllis Foilsmen Will Meet
Rollins Here
DON CETRULO CAPTAIN

Freddie Steele. Tacoma tapper.
. . . He's in a position to
cash in.
G a r c i a , hard-hitting welter-

COACH racket wielders, fought a hard bat-

If it's OLD BOOKS?

THE SANDSPUR
BOOKSHOP

TAB FENCERS TO
MEET ST. JOBNS

DUT middleweights have popped
out of nowhere. Fred Apostoli, San Francisco Italian whom
Steele flattened two years ago,
came back with a bang, defeating Risko and Lou Brouillard,
and knocking out Paul Pirrone.
He's now in New York, where,
under the wing of Mike Jacobs,
Hippodrome promoter, he Is expected to win an elimination
tournament and face Steele in a
title go.
In addition to Apostoli there
Is Harry Balsamo, the belting
New York brakeman, who despite defeats by Solly Krieger
and Risko, has come back after
being overmatched, and. is a
vastly improved fighter. He, too,
will be in the elimination picture, along with Krieger.
There's a young Negro star,
just out of the amateur ranks,
who will be hot on the trail ol
Steele before long. He's 20-yearold Jimmy Clark, of Buffalo,
who can fight as a welterweight
at 147 pounds, but prefers to
battle the bigger fellows, because "I can smack 'em better."
Eddie Ran, veteran of ring
wars, after being knocked out
by Clark in the second round of
a recent Buffalo fight, declared
that the young Negro hit harder
than any man he ever faced in
the division, with the possible
exception of Billy Petrolle.
And Ran has sampled the
socks of Steele, Teddy Yarosz,
former champion, and Ceferino

:rew activity, delayIntr:
ed for two weeks awaiting the outcome of fraternity rushing, opened with the first official practice
Monday on Lake Maitland.
The Independent crew with McCrury stroke, Schlossberg 2, GarAbroad, Tilden held the singles championship of England three
rigues bow, all members of last
limes and the doubles once. He won the world's hard court sinyear's Rollins Hall championship
gles title in 1921, and in 1930 made a clean sweep of the Austrian
crew, and Marshall 3, appears to be
championship, winning the singles, doubles and mixed events. In
the boat to beat.
addition, he copped the Holland single and doubles titles twice and
The Theta Kappa Nus will prewore the Italian singles crown once. In Davis Cup competition
sent a powerhouse crew in Barfrom 1920 to 1930, he won 34 sets and dropped only seven.
rington, Daugherty, Dennis, and
Thompson which should show up
well with practice.
Big Biil then turned pro in 1930 to win the indoor and outdoor title
At the present time the only
from Vincent Richards. As a professional attraction, Tilden bas bi
crew that might take over the Inthe nucleus of a troupe of pros that have shattered attendance records dependent oarsmen are the boys
yearly and made professional tennis a headline sporting event.
from the K. A. house who have
<'.en has done for tennis what Babe Ruth did for baseball and the been practicing for the past two
tennis world reveres the eccentric court maestro.
months under the tutelage of Ralph
Little, a veteran varsity man.
The Phi Delta Thetas with their
Here and There in the Big Leagues: The major league baseball
letterman, George Waddell, to
front begins to thaw out and the clubs make ready for their
smooth out the boys' defects are
Grapefruit League training season here in Florida . . . Clark Grifbuilding their crew around their
fith, the cagey old fox of baseball, lays plans for a more extenveteran from last year, Freling
sive farm system and places Joe Engel at the helm of the sysSmith.
tem. . . The Rhineland Reds push the Cards for supremacy in the
The reins of the X Club crew
National League farm epidemic. . . Cleveland's pilot, Steve O'Neil,
will probably be taken over by
is perturbed over Mel Harder's and Johnny Allen's condition. . .
Jack MacGaffin, a two letter man,
Steve also sent Hildebrand, Knickerbocker and another Indian
As yet they have not appeared on
the Browns for Solters, Lary, and Ivy Paul Anthe scene.
down the
Hank Greenberg lolls on the Florida beaches with a
All Independents wishing to parthrowing irm that has recovered from last season's fracture. . .
ticipate in crew should hand their
Cholly
mm expects to stand pat on the Cub lineup but promnames in to Coach U. T. Bradley
deal. . . The Bosox can't have such a roster of stars
and he will organize a crew for
them.
and contii ue to flop after two miserable years . . . Yawkey announces that he won't throw more money to the wind to bolster
"College courses in fiction writthe club and the Sox are building with youth now. . . Connie Mack
ing are undoubtedly valuable. I
doesn't want anything to do with a cellar club but does not see
entered one myself at the Univerhow he can elevate the club. . . Old Burleigh Grimes and his dafsity of California and derived a
finess boys from the Flatbush are essentially the same. . . Jimmy
great many benefits. But that
Dykes doesn't have a consistent White Sox contender and they
training in itself is insufficient.
will plug along with erratic flashes of baseball. . . Jim Bottomley
will be a playing coach with the Browns under Hornsby this sea-• The neophyte writer must expect
long period of unrewarded efson
and the American League race stacks up as a one-two-three
fort. Just as the violinist realizes
affair, with the Yanks, Tigers and Indians finishing in that order.
that concert work cannot be his
. . . In the senior loop, the Giants are going to be about the same
forte before a five-year interval of
with the Dean-infected Cards and the static Cubs right in there
•actice. Many a potential success
until the finish. . . The Reds might bear watching and are sure
has lost his chance for recognition
shot first division finishers this year. . .
through lack of persistenc
confidence in his abilities
The
primary interest, however, is interest in other people." Kathleen
Norris points out the longest shortcut to success in m-iting.
you must go to
JEWELER
Jacksonville or Tampa
Merchandise Eternal

McPherson Injures Knee While Soldatti
Engages
In Light Practice; Seventeen
Lettermen
On Squad

There wasn't a middleweight
in the ring who could draw soda
through a strw when It comes
to packing them in. So Steele
was reluctant to leave his Pacific
Northwest, where he drew good
crowds, to defend his crown
against a motley crew with
whom he wasn't sure of making
pennies for the baby's bank.

intercollegiate i

Grover Morgan

SANDSPUK

Middleweights Pop into Fistic Limelight T]^ENTY-SEVEN TAR
GRIDMEN IN BRISK
for Cleanup as Braddock Sits Tight
}MNTER }^ORKOUTS
Freddie Steele Set

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

His record reads like history of tennis. Making his debut ai
'tional champion in 1913 by winning the mixed doubles crown, he
a meteorical path in tennis annals. As an amateur, he was U.
gles champion eight times; doubles title holder five times;
doubles co-holder four times; U. S. clay court champion for s
secutive years; U. S. indoor singles winner once and co-holder
doubles campaigns.

ROLLINS

The Honors Day
Program Postponed
The Honors Day program that
was originally scheduled for today was postponed until next
Wednesday, January 27.

tle Monday afternoon to decide the
winner of the Fall term tennis
tournament. Betty took the first
set 7-5 with comparative ease, but
the second set, which went to
Tubby, dragged out considerably
with games going alternately from
one player to another until the final
check-up was 12-10. Betty won the
final set 6-4 and the match was
over. Both girls showed excellent
form and the match was well worth
watching.
Tearing ourselves away from
Winter Park for the moment, we
find that women are active in
sports all over the United States
this season.
At Atlanta, Ga., Helen Hicks,
Patty Berg, Jean Bauer, Helen
Dettweiler, Kathryn Hemphill and
other prominent niblick swingers
have been battling it out in the
fifty-four hole women titleholder's
championsihp on the Atlanta Country Club course.
In New York, a varsity basketball team composed almost entirely
of girls who have been practicing
together for only a week and most
of whom recently returned from
studying in France, defeated the
Swarthmore women's team 19-12 in
an exciting game.
Basketball and fencing have been
two of the most popular sports in
Eastern schools, although cold
weather has brought many out for
figure skating and skiing. Figure
skating came into its own Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at Chicago
where an ice carnival was featured
in the sport world. Mrs. Edward
Gooderham, runner-up to Sonja
Henie, and three times Olympic
representative from Canada, Eleanor Wilson, former Canadian junior titleholder, and Dorothy Caley,
present Canadian junior titleholder were among those featured.

TWO GAMES ON FRIDAY
The Kappa Alpha five will •'
against the Independent quintet
the first game of a double header
tomorrow night in Recreation Hall
to open the first half of the men's
intramural basketball schedule. The
game is slated to begin at 8 o'clock.
The Phi Delta Thetas will play
the second game of the twin bill
against the X Clubbers at 9 o'clock.
The tentative schedule drawn up
by the intramural board managers
and Will Rogers, Intramural Director, was released yesterday and an
announcement made that Don Murray and Jim Mobley will handle
the officiating end of the contests.
Yet pending decision, a definite
announcement has not been made
in regard to the number of games
that will be played in the first hal£
Will Rogers and the intramural
managers have not as yet decided
whether or not the competing
teams will play two rounds or one
in the first half race.
Friday night, the Theta Kappa
Nus open the twin bill affair
against the Independents and the
Phi Delts will meet the Kappa
Alphas in the second tussle, which
will wind up the week's engagements.
Rho Lambda Nu failed to enter
a team and leaves the battle for
the crown between the unknown
Independents, the Phi Delta Thetas,
the X Club, the Kappa Alphas and
the Theta Kappa Nus.
If you think' that your brain
power is affected by loss of sleep,
stop-worrying right now. That is,
if you want to go by the results of
an experiment conducted at the
University of Southern California.
Dr. Neil Warren and Dr. Brant
Clark, with the help of 12 assistants, kept three students awake
from 5:30 a. m. on a Friday until
10:30 p. m. on Saturday. Every
ten hours the experimenters took
tests in solving more than 100
mathematical problems and identifying more than 300 colors flashed before their eyes.

"Modern universities in my opmion can serve two primary functions. One is to acquaint the student with history so as to give him
a background upon which to build
his life and to develop the future.
The second is to teach the Nation's
youth how to find the true facts
and, once having them, to evaluate
Love Note:
them so that we might progress."
It's an itching around the heart
Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the that can't be scratched, and experiInterior, points out the essential ence from which you never learn
purposes of colleges and univer- better, and it's undefinable, because you can't see it, but oh, how
you can feel it. That's what sevLost: Tinklebell and handle bars. eral University of Georgia stuAlso 1 bicycle. —Advt. in the dents think love is.—LoLs Angeles
Dartmouth.
Junior Collegian.

An opportunity will be offered to
those sport enthusiasts who wish
to see the Rollins Varsity fencing
team in action before the annual
trip north when the St. John's
Naval College of Annapolis meets
the Tars on March 14. Georgia
Tech will also be met in a home
match with the date as yet undecided.
Prof. Roney, coach of the Rollins team, which is easily the most
powerful outfit ever assembled at
Rollins, is trying to contact for
matches with William and Mary,
U. of North Carolina, Alabama,
and Charleston College, the other
Southern schools with teams. Rollins is especially anxious to meet
these colleges in order to leave
doubt as to who are the Southern
fencing champions.
The Tars have been attempting
for several years to enter the
Eastern fencing league, which is
the strongest in the country, and
the Southern title added to last
year's win over Princeton, a tie
with C. C. N. Y., and possibly one
more win over a strong Eastern
opponent would cinch a berth.
The Tars will leave the day after
the St. John's endounter and accompany the latter team north. On
this Eastern invasion Rollins has
definite dates to meet Army, Navy,
Princeton, Yale and C. C. N. Y.
Arrangements are also being made
to fence Columbia, Rutgers, Lafayette, and Lehigh. If the Tars
are at all successful they hope to
receive a bid to the Eastern Fencing Tournament on the 26 and 27
of March, after which they will return home.
Mainstays of the Tar team are
Gene Townsend and Don Cetrulo,
newly elected captain. Don Cheney,
a substitute last year, and Lyman
Greaves are other veterans. Newcomers with fine prep school records are Jack Hagenbuch and Malcolm Corlies. Both are of the aggressive type and force the fighting. Hagenbuch is a three weapon
man w^hile Corlies is adept with the
foi and epee. Greaves specializes
with the saber, the weapon which
provides the most action for the
spectators.
Townsend is another three weapon man while Cetrulo excels in
the foil and saber. Others who
will make the trip are George Fuller, manager, and either Oscar Ehrhorn or Robert Belden.

Wasting little time with formalities, Coach Jack McDowall sent the
record squad of twenty-seven Tar
gridders through two brisk scrimmages last week as they turned
out for the initial period in the
six weeks' winter training season.
The tri-weekly practices are held
on Tuesdays, Wednesday and Fridays.
Spending the initial practice period in orienting the newcomers to
the varsity, the latter two days
were devoted to the more serious
aspects of the game. Blocking and
tackling were emphasized by the
Tar mentor during the week as the
Tars made ready for the tougher
work later on.
Seventeen lettermen were included in the group that reported Tuesday afternoon and the remaining
ten aspirants were freshmen coming up from last year's yearling
squad. Fourteen of the lettermen
are sophomores with only last season's varsity behind them. The
other three lettermen will be seniors next year.
The first casualty of the practice period developed Friday afternoon. Thurman McPherson, freshman center, sustained a badly
sprained knee and will probably be
out for the greater part of the five
weeks of activity. Seoondo Soldatti, yearling guard who was injured mid-way in the season, is yet
on the side lines and taking no part
in the rougher work. Several of
the other gridders are nursing
bruises and sore muscles.
The coming weeks will be devoted to more intensive offensive
work. Coach McDowall pointed out
that the squad would report so late
next fall that thorough work would
be impossible, as he outlined the
program for this session. Scrimmages are on docket almost daily
during the remaining five weeks
and intra-squad games will be played during the last sessions to enliven the work and give Coach McDowall a chance to look the next
year's prospects over under fire.
The players reporting:
Ends: Warren Hume and Frank
Daunis, lettermen; Bill Daugherty
and Joe Knowles.
Tackles: Bill Kishel, Carl Thompson and Don Matthews, lettermen;
Don Ogilvie and Paul Bouton.
Guards: Wes Dennis, Jack Justice and Bob Hayes, lettermen; Al
Swann and Sock Soldatti.
Centers: Dick Tuik, letterman;
Jack Hoy and Thurm McPherson.
Backs: Rick Gillespie, Gerard
Kirby, Snooks Mclnnis, Ollie
Daugherty, and Curry and Hal
Brady, lettermen; Joe Justice, Buck
Johnson, Elmo Miller and Bob Mil-

"A surprising thing about Russia is that the administration does
not regard Communism as its immediate objective, but is content to
progress along capitalistic lines if
necessary, or in productive facilities alone. The people seem to
think that this will make communWhy is it professors can wear ism feasible." Dr. J. Stewart Burgess, professor of sociology at
purple ties,
Haphazard haircuts and coats the Temple University, has seen a lot
of this type of capitalistic-comwrong size.
Trousers too short and the color
scheme vile.
From The Normanlite we have
Yet flunk me in English because of
le following proverbs which
my style.
—Quaker Campus (Whittier Col- light be of assistance in these
days of melancholy. They are:
lege).

1937 Intramural Basketball Schedule
8 p.

9 p.

-Kappa Alpha vs. Independents.
- P h i Delta Theta vs. X Club.

Jan. 22 8 p. i 1.:—Theta Kappa Nu s. Independents.
9 p. 1.—Phi Delta Theta v . Kappa Alpha.
Jan. 28 8 p. i 1.—X Club vs. Theta Kappa Nu.
9 p. II.—Phi Delta Theta vs. Independents.
Jan. 29 8 p. i 1.—Kappa Alpha vs. X Club,
9 p. n.—Theta Kappa Nu vs. Phi Delta Theta.
8 p . I n.—X Club vs. Independents,
Feb.
9 p. n.—Kappa Alpha vs. Theta Kappa Nu.
End of first half. Playoff if necessary. (Another round
may be played in first half.)
1. All teams must be on the floor and ready to
designated time.

play

at

2. There will be no postponements of scheduled games unless absolutely necessary.
3.

Don Murray and Jim Mobley will officiate the games.

4. The second half of the intramural schedule will start
immediately after the conclusion of the first half. The above
schedule will be reversed for* the second half.
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Rho Lambda Nu And
Guests
Entertained
At Informal Supper

Madame Elisabeth Schumann

Gamma Phi Beta Has
B u f f e t Supper For
New Pledges Sunday

THE

Inquiring Reporter
Question: What do you think of deferred rushing?
Mink Whitelaw: Deferred rushing, a faculty invention, has
proved to be nothing but grief for the students. It was worth
trying for it definitely destroyed a theory which had never
had practical proof to establish it. Let's go back to our original plan.
Jane Axline: Deferred rushing was one of the finest experiments ever attempted at Rollins. It failed so completely to
attain its purpose that certainly the student body and administration will never permit a similar occurrence. Four weeks of
rushing would be ideal.
Al Taulbee: Deferred rushing has been a nightmare to
Rollins has made a great mistake and I hope they will
the future what a blessing the old system would be if t'were
back in effect.
Jeanette Lichtenstein: Fun's fun, but—

PLEDGING
Florida Gamma Chapter of Pi
Beta Phi wishes to announce the
pledging of eight girls on Sunday,
January 17. The girls pledged
Barbara Babb, Betty Jack, Ruth | l u d i c a t i o U
Bradley, Polly Chambers, Joan
Baker, Betty McCutcheon, Lois
Johnson, and Eugenie Williams.

Gamma Phi Beta honored their
oledgesw'ith a buffet supper sei-v;d at the house on Sunday evening. Dr. Holt said a few words
of Congratulations, and again
^ean Enyart's original Gamma
?hi Poem was read.
The guests were: Dr. Holt, Dean
Vnderson, Dean Enyart, Dr. Gro'er. Miss Grover, Mrs. Hagopian,
md Mrs. Schultz. Among the
ilumnae present were: Mrs. Winsow Anderson, Miss Ethel Enyart,
Miss Jewel Lewter, Miss Nancie
Brown, and Mrs. L. A. Slauter.

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Of Alpha Phis Held Indication Banquet Is
At Latchstring Inn H e l d Friday Night Miss Robie To Talk
On Japanese Prints
The Alpha Phis held their indiKappa Kappa Gamma held its
cation banquet at the Latchstring
indication banquet at Perrydell in
At Next Seminar
Inn in Orlando.
BaUQUet

The following rushees were present: Jessie Steele, Annie Oldham,
Stella Mae Bowles, Jane Miller,
Well, next Wednesday will be Marguerite Beyer, Muriel Averett,
Honors Day. If you manage to col- Margaret Colvin, Dorothy North,
lect a medal, key, or trophy, and and Sylvia DeQueiroz Lima.
you want your name, date, organization, or something engraved on
PLEDGING
it, take it to GROVER MORGAN,
Alpha Mu of Gamma Phi Beta
in the Colonial Store, and you can announces the pledging of Peggy
depend on clear cut, first class en- Mary Whiteley last terra, and
graving.
Eloise Arnold, Olga Matthews,
e Moore, and Esther Baker on
THE COLLEGE GARAGE makes
January 17.
a practice of keeping its customers
satisfied. If you are not pleased
PLEDGING
with the place you are storing your
C" Club announces the pledgcar, or have not yet thought about
ing of Matthew Ely Jr., Colin Cunstoring it, give the COLLEGE
ningham, and Thoma? Phillips III.
GARAGE a trial. They are handy
By RICHARD ALTER

Orlando.
Besides the active chapter, the
The Art Seminar next Thursday,
following guests were present: January 21, will feature a talk on
Dorothy Bryn, Jane Richards, Bet- Japanese prints given by Miss Virty Reser, Marie Louise Smith, and
nia Robie.
France Wilkinson.
All who are interested are corThe table was attractively deco- dially invited to the art studio at
rated with light and dark blue 10:45.
flowers and candles.

Exhibition of Civil
War Prints Is Being
Held At Art Studio

I

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20,1937

SANDSPUR

Pi Beta Phi entertained at a formal indication banquet Friday
night at Perrydell Tea House at
eight o'clock. The sorority songs
were sung during the dinner and
guests were presented with corsages and favors.
Besides the active members of
the sorority those attending were:
Mrs. Marion Wilcox, August Yust,
Elizabeth Mills, Demaris Wilson,
Barbara Babb, Betty Jack, Ruth
Bradley, Polly Chambers, Joan
Baker, Betty BcCutcheon, Lois
Johnson, Eugenie Williams.

Dr. and Mrs. J. Rocher Chappell entertained the Sigma Nu
alumni of Orlando and membeis
and guests of the local chapter of
Rho Lambda Nu at an informal
buffet supper in their home on
Euclid Avenue.
Members of Rho Lambda Nu attending were: George F. Call, Alfred B. McCreary, Thomas W.
Pope, Myron L. Savage, Walter L.
Royall, William Bruce McCreary,
Paul R. Parker, Charles F. Draper, Richard B. Jones, Max Har- '
rington, and Fleetwood Peeples,
Their guests included: William Solomon, commander of the Delta Mu
chapter of Sigma Nu at Stetson
University, and Mr. Robert P.
Walters, its resident adviser, Nathan Bedell, Malcolm Corlies Jr.
Wendell Davis, Matthew G. Ely Ji
John R. Fulton, John D. Hagen
buch, Raymond T. Hickok, Edward
David Poor, William Thornton i
Rowland, Marvin
Scarborou
Robert Walker, Charles Lane, (
ver Wittmer, and John Hoy.

AD LIBS

ROLLINS

Pi Phi Entertains
Friday Evening at
Indication Banquet

Prof. Bradley: I would just as soon draw them out of a hat
the day they get off the train and have it over with.
Jack McKay: Two months is enough.
Si Vario; Deferred rushing was an utter failure. It has exhausted the upper classmen, made the freshmen too smart and
increased the liquor business (especially Scotch and champagne) three fold.

Coleman Entertains
X Club and Rushees
Jan. 14, At Home
Thursday evening, January u
Bud Coleman entertained the men
bers of the X Club and several
rushees at a steak fry at hihome. The supper was served out.
side and steaks were fried over an
open fireplace.

PLEDGING
amma Gamma of Kappa Alpl^
Theta anonunces the pledging of
Sarah Smith, Jane Russell, Marcij
Stoddard, Victoria Morgan, Lora
Jane Ladd, Catherine Burgher, Cari
Good, Eleanor Gwinn, and Dorothj
Hildreth.
"
After pledging, a supper .,„,
given for the pledges at the home
of Mrs. Kilby P. Smith.
PLEDGING
Florida Beta of Phi Delta Theta
announces the pledging of Nathan
Bedell, John McKay, Raymond
Hickok, Robert Cuthell, George
Fuller, John Hagenbach, George
Victor, David Poor, Wendell Davis
and Henry Horton.

BANQUET
Friday evening, January 15,1937
Gamma Phi Beta held its indication banquet at the Orlando Counti-y Club.
The rushees present were Esthei
Baker, Skippy Arnold, Elsie Moore
and Olga Matthews. The alumnai
group was well represented.
The indication banquet of Kappa
During the banquet songs wen
Alpha Theta was held at the sung and speeches made. Mariljm
Whistling Kettle.
Tubbs was the toastmistress.
The guests were Catherine Burgher, Carl Good, Eleanor Gwinn,
PLEDGING
Lora Ladd, Victoria Morgan, Jane
Beta Lambda chapter of Alpha
Russell, Sarah Smith, and Marcia Phi announces the pledging of Mu.
Stoddard.
riel Averett, Marguerite Beyer
Margaret Colvin, Sylvia DeQueiro)
PLEDGING
Lima, Jane B. Miller, Dorothy
Alpha chapter of Theta Kappa North, Annie Oldham, and Jessie
Nu announces the pledging of Jack Steele.
Hoy, Paul Bouton, Alfred Swan,
William Daugherty, Robert WalPLEDGING
ker, Marvin Scarborough, Secondo
Delta Epsilon of Kappa Kappa
Soldatti, Joe Justice and John Ful- Gamma announces thevpledging of
Dorothy Bryn, Betty Reser, Jane
ton.
Richards, Marie Louise Smith, and
GUEST
Frances Wilkinson.
Julian "Cappy" Graham of Tampa spent the week-end on the
GUEST
campus attending the K. A', meeteorge Garrison, '33, spent the
ing.
week-end on the campus attending
In 1936, Julian was president of
state K. A. convention.
the alumni association.
home is in Jacksonville.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Phi Mu Entertains
Indication Banquet
With Indication
Banquet on Sunday Held Friday Evening
The Phi Mu indication banquet
was held at Perrydell. Mrs. Ford
chaperoned the group.
Those who attended were actives, alumnae, and Daphne Banks,
Gurney Telden, Edna Garibaldi, and
Margaret Kennedy.
Mrs. R. Leuter, district president of Phi Mu, was the toastmistress.
The program consisted of Chariene Jamin's singing "Song of
Gold", and the reading of the history of Phi Mu by Lee Davis. The
creed was given by Lilah "Nelson.
Verno Maxon spoke for the alum
nae.
The dinner closed by singing Ph:
Mu songs.

PLEDGING
Alpha Psi of Kappa Alpha announces the pledging of Richard
Belden, Robert Belden, Louis Bills,
An exhibition of Civil War prints
Joseph Johnson, Elmo Miller, Jos- is being held at the art studio.
PLEDGING
eph Knowles, Oliver Wittmer,
These prints, which now belong
Phi Mu announces the pledging
Richard Cutchin, Donald Ogilvie, to President Holt, were purchases of Edna Garibaldi and Margaret
and Gottfried Koechert.
from the Beach collection.
Kennedy.

to the campus and their delivery
service is very prompt. No job is
too big for them either. They delivered a car to Miami last Saturday. Enough said.
If you are tired of hauling the
commonplace candy bars and other
stuff to your rooms to eat in cas(
you get hungry, drop in THE PAN
TRY on New England Ave., ir
Winter Park. They have a selection of home made candies, cookies,
and individual cakes that will satisfy any type of gourmond. Even
the scent of their baked goods as
you pass by will stimulate your
appetite.

NAY NAY LAD
YE CANNA GIE ME THOSE
I LL BUY MY OWN KIND
*^,. I KEN WHAT THEY D O . . .

Ken Winslow, in THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP, has quite a
few old books in his store collection that would arouse the interest
of any old book collector. Should
you be interested in collecting
books it would be worth your while
to look them over, maybe there is
something in them you would
want. THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP also has a good stock of tbe
current best sellers as well as a
loan library.
Naturally if something goes
wrong with your car you want it
repaired correctly. ANDY AHIK,
on Church St. in Winter Park, is
the man who can put it back in
running order and it won't give you
any further worries. MR. AHIK
has done the bulk of Rollins repair
jobs for a number of years and is
very proficient.
Should you happen to miss Beanery or something and you still have
the inner man to pacify, give
GARY'S plate lunches a chance to
fill you up. You can get a hot
plate lunch for 35c or a cold plate
for 25c up. Then top that off with
some of that delicious Poinsettia
Ice Cream and you won't have
missed a thing. The plate lunches
are something new at GARY'S this
year and are delicious.
The new electric SCHICK RAZORS are probably beyond the
means of your pocketbook when
you think of the price—$15.00. But
did you ever stop to think that once
you possess one you never have to
bother buying shaving cream, razor blades and the rest of that
stuff? And think of your face,
it will have a vacation for the rest
of your life. You fellows who
gripe and groan when you can't
find a sharp blade, or who have
just finished butchering your face
had better dash right down to the
WINTER
PARK
ELECTRIC
SHOP and buy one. Your woes
will be gone forever.

When smokers fi|^^|lie good tbings
that Chestei|i^|^^g||iem
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